NOTE:
1. SEE ADDITIONAL TRIM TEMPLATE WHEN REQUIRED.
2. MOUNTING HOLES TO BE DRILLED WHEN INSTALLING HARDWARE.

REV. No. 2 REVISION: CHANGE DIMENSION DATE: 8-1-00

9100 & F9100 CONCEALED VERTICAL ROD EXIT DEVICE
WOOD DOOR ROUTING INSTRUCTIONS

TEMPLATE NUMBER T-9118WD

ALWAYS CONSULT DORMA'S WEB SITE FOR LATEST TEMPLATE AT WWW.DORMA-USA.COM OR CALL 1-800-623-8463 1/99
LHRB SHOWN
RHRB OPPOSITE

T-9122WD  t  T-9125WD

T-9124WD  t  T-9123WD

ADDITIONAL PREP FOR
OPTIONAL OUTSIDE TRIM

NOTE:
1. SEE ADDITIONAL TRIM TEMPLATE WHEN REQUIRED.
2. MOUNTING HOLES TO BE DRILLED WHEN INSTALLING HARDWARE.

REV. No. 1  REVISION: ADD NEW BORDER  DATE: 4-25-00

5" CHANNEL FIRE CHANNEL
F9100 SERIES
CONCEALED VERTICAL ROD
EXIT DEVICE FOR WOOD DOORS

TEMPLATE NUMBER
T-9119WD

ALWAYS CONSULT DORMA'S WEB SITE FOR LATEST TEMPLATE AT WWW.DORMA-USA.COM OR CALL 1-800-623-8483 12/98
LEFT HAND REVERSE SHOWN
RIGHT HAND REVERSE OPPOSITE

1 3/8" (35 mm)

3/4" (19 mm)

1 1/2" (51 mm)

HALF DISTANCE TO DEVICE \( \mathcal{D} \)

1" (25 mm)

1 5/8" (41 mm)

2 3/16" (56 mm)

13/16" (20 mm)

2 3/16" (56 mm)

1 5/8" (41 mm)

1 1/2" (51 mm)

MATERIAL: 20 GA. E-GALV. STEEL
NOTES:
1. SEE ADDITIONAL TRIM TEMPLATE WHEN REQUIRED.
2. MOUNTING HOLES TO BE DRILLED WHEN INSTALLING HARDWARE.

MATERIAL: 20 GA. E-GALV. STEEL

REV. No. 2  
REVISIÓN: CHANGE DIMENSION  
DATE: 8-1-00

5" CHANNEL FOR  
FIRE RATED F9100 SERIES  
CONCEALED VERTICAL ROD  
EXIT DEVICE ON WOOD DOOR

T-9121WD

ALWAYS CONSULT DORMA'S WEB SITE FOR LATEST TEMPLATE AT WWW.DORMA-USA.COM OR CALL 1 800 623 8463 12/98